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Abstract

Generative language models have been used
to study a wide variety of phenomena in NLP.
This allows us to better understand the linguis-
tic capabilities of those models and to better
analyse the texts that we are working with.
However, these studies have mainly focused
on text generated by L1 speakers of English.
In this paper we study whether linguistic com-
petence of L2 learners of Swedish (through
their performance on essay tasks) correlates
with the perplexity of a decoder-only model
(GPT-SW3). We run two sets of experiments,
doing both quantitative and qualitative analyses
for each of them. In the first one, we analyse
the perplexities of the essays and compare them
with the CEFR level of the essays, both from an
essay-wide level and from a token level. In our
second experiment, we compare the perplexity
of an L2 learner essay with a normalised ver-
sion of it. We find that the perplexity of essays
tends to be lower for higher CEFR levels and
that normalised essays have a lower perplex-
ity than the original versions. Moreover, we
find that different factors can lead to spikes in
perplexity, not all of them being related to L2
learner language.

1 Introduction

In the past couple of years we have seen a fast de-
velopment in the capabilities of decoder-only lan-
guage models, such as GPT-4 (OpenAI et al., 2024),
LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023), and BLOOM.1

These models have been increasingly deployed in a
wide variety of applications such as machine trans-
lation (Qian, 2023) and financial (Li et al., 2023)
and legal applications (Kwak et al., 2023). In the
context of second language (L2) educational ap-
plications, these models have been deployed to
different subtasks, with varying degrees of success
(Naismith et al., 2023; Yancey et al., 2023).

1https://bigscience.notion.site/BLOOM-BigScie
nce-176B-Model-ad073ca07cdf479398d5f95d88e218c4

Even though they excel at a multitude of NLP
tasks, the inner workings of large language models
are obscure. This means that it is complicated, if
not impossible, to verify that a model has learned
actual linguistic features instead of making spu-
rious correlations. The same issue is true when
attempting to determine how the model arrived at
specific decisions (Blevins et al., 2023). This can
be tricky, especially in high-stakes situations such
as educational applications.

One such example is the evaluation and assess-
ment of second language performance, as the result
of such assessment can alter the life opportunities a
person has access to (education, job offers, among
others). When dealing with text, we want to be
able to understand how systems interact with text
from second language learners. This would allow
us to properly build models for tasks such as sec-
ond language assessment, for grammatical error
correction, among others, while complying with
the right to an explanation (Official Journal, 2016).

One way to do so is to analyse how much text
diverges from what a language model expects. This
can be done using perplexity, a statistical concept
that measures the probability of a sequence given
an estimator and has been interpreted in an intuitive
manner as a measure of "surprisal" (Dobnik et al.,
2018; Niu and Penn, 2020). However, it has been
mostly used to study texts of first language speakers
of English. To address this gap, we aim to study
how perplexity interacts with texts generated by
second language learners of Swedish.

We hypothesise that the perplexity of a decoder-
only model is related to the complexity of the text
in an L2 speaker’s essay. In this paper we aim to
answer the following research questions:

• To what degree can the linguistic competence
of a learner (as evidenced in an essay) be es-
timated using perplexity from language mod-
els?
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• To what degree does the perplexity of the lan-
guage model correspond to CEFR2 levels?

We have used GPT-SW3 (Ekgren et al., 2023)
as our language model for this study. It is based
on the GPT series (Radford et al., 2019; Brown
et al., 2020) and trained on data of several Nordic
languages. We give more details about it in Section
3.1. For the L2 learner essays we used Swell (Volo-
dina et al., 2016a; Volodina, 2024), a collection of
corpora of L2 learner essays in Swedish. A more
in-depth explanation of its contents and how the
essays were collected can be found in Section 3.2.
We describe perplexity and some of its intuitive
interpretations in Section 3.3.

We ran two sets of experiments. In Section 4 we
show the perplexity of the essays and see how it is
distributed both across levels and within the essays.
This analysis is done both in a statistical manner in
Section 4.1 and in a linguistic manner in Section
4.2. The second set of experiments is a comparison
between the perplexity from original essays written
by L2 students and normalised versions of these
essays, described in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 NLP for Second Language Learning
There have been several ways in which NLP has
been used for second language learning. The two
most relevant for us are automated essay scoring
and grammatical error correction.

Automated essay scoring (AES) of L2 learner
texts is a task in which we have a system that takes
a text generated by an L2 learner and assigns a
grade or level to it. This can be done using CEFR
levels, but different levels or scales have also been
used in the past. Despite their ubiquity in NLP
and machine learning in general, deep learning had
not been used in AES until 2016 (Alikaniotis et al.,
2016; Taghipour and Ng, 2016). Even though there
have been more works that use deep learning for
this task, Mayfield and Black (2020) warn that
their performance might not be good enough to
justify the lack of transparency and the increased
computational costs. As for decoder-only models,
they were first used for this task in 2023, with
mixed results (Naismith et al., 2023; Yancey et al.,
2023).

2CEFR stands for Common European Framework of Ref-
erence for Languages. It is a framework to evaluate foreign
language learning and assigns one of six reference levels to
determine the proficiency level of a second language speaker
(Council of Europe, 2001).

Grammatical error correction (GEC) is a task
in which we have a system that takes a text as-
sumed to have some sort of error or non-standard
language and returns a normalised version of the
same text. It is important to note that, despite
the name of the task, the errors in the original (or
source) text are not limited to grammar and often
include other kinds or errors, such as lexical, or-
thographic, among others (Bryant et al., 2017). It
is often seen as variation of machine translation,
with the source language being the non-normalised
language and the target being the normalised one
(Wang et al., 2021). Because of this, sequence-
to-sequence neural models have often been used
for this task, including decoder-only models (e.g.
Flachs et al., 2019).

Most of the work done so far in this area has
focused on English. However, the advances for
Swedish are scarce, despite it being a language
with relatively good language technology resources.
The Swell corpus collection (Volodina, 2024) con-
tains corpora both for AES (Swell-pilot) and for
GEC (Swell-gold). As far as we are aware, the
current state of the art of AES in Swedish is that of
Pilán et al. (2016) and Volodina et al. (2016b). They
use a feature-based approach using length-based,
lexical, morphological, syntactic, and semantic fea-
tures. In terms of GEC, the most recent approach
is that by Kurfalı and Östling (2023), who used a
transformer-based model.

2.2 Language models as Predictors of
Grammaticality

As Lappin (2023) points out, the discussion of lin-
guistic capabilities of large language models ranges
from (overstated) claims of their sentience and the
arrival of artificial general intelligence to skepti-
cism and dismissal. Because of that, he argues it
is is essential to explore the capabilities of these
models. One way that this has been done is by
evaluating how much texts generated by humans
diverge from what a language model expects.

One possible approach is by evaluating the gram-
maticality or linguistic acceptability of a text. The
idea is to give a system a text that it has to deter-
mine whether it is grammatically correct or not.
There are two main approaches through which this
can be done. The first one is as a classification task,
assigning each sentence a class that determines
whether a sentence is grammatically correct or not
(Klezl et al., 2022).

Another approach is by checking whether a text
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is likely to appear in text generated by a language
model or not (Lau et al., 2017). In particular, per-
plexity has been used as a way to determine how
much a model expects the tokens within a text to
appear (Niu and Penn, 2020). It has subsequently
been interpreted as a measure of "surprisal".

3 Methodology and Experimental
Settings

3.1 GPT-SW3
Our objective is to determine how much L2
Swedish learner’s texts differ from what a genera-
tive language model would expect.

In order to do this, we use GPT-SW3 (Ekgren
et al., 2023), an auto-regressive model based on the
GPT series of models (Radford et al., 2019; Brown
et al., 2020). It was trained on a large dataset called
The Nordic Pile (Öhman et al., 2023), a 1.3TB
dataset containing large dumps of several websites
in the Nordic languages.3

We decided to use this model as it is to our
knowledge the largest and best performing gen-
erative model currently available for the Swedish
language. Our assumption is that it will be able to
model Swedish in a similar way to how L1 speak-
ers write across a variety of domains, thus allowing
it to identify when an L2 speaker’s sentences differ
from what an L1 speaker would write.

3.2 Dataset
To compare how GPT-SW3 works for different
CEFR levels of language learner essays, we have
used the Swell corpus collection (Volodina, 2024).
It is divided into two corpora, Swell-pilot (Volod-
ina et al., 2016a) and Swell-gold (Volodina et al.,
2019).

Swell-pilot consists of 502 essays divided into
three sub-corpora, collected between 2012 and
2016. All essays are anonymised and annotated
for CEFR level. However, there are six essays that
lack a level, so we have ignored them for the pur-
poses of this paper.

Swell-gold consists of 502 essays that were
collected between 2017 and 2021. They are
pseudonymised and include both the original ver-
sion and a normalised version of the essays. They
also contain level indications, which, however, do

3The languages included are Danish, Faroese, Icelandic,
Norwegian, and Swedish. For more information about the
contents of the dataset, read AI Sweden’s blog post:
https://medium.com/ai-sweden/the-nordic-pile-a8d
5aaf3db60

Level N° of Essays

A1 59
A2 143
B1 86
B2 105
C1 96

C2
7 (Swell-pilot)
43 (Swell-gold)

Table 1: Distribution of the CEFR levels in Swell-pilot.
Note that we added extra essays from Swell-gold to
have a more representative sample of the C2 level.

Level N° of Essays

Beginner (Nybörjare) 289
Intermediate (Fortsättning) 45

Advanced (Avancerad) 168

Table 2: Distribution of the proficiency levels in Swell-
gold. The text in parenthesis is the name for the level
used in the metadata (in Swedish).

not align with the CEFR levels. These levels were
determined by using the course that the student was
taking as a proxy for proficiency, not by an actual
analysis of learner performance.

In our first experiment (Section 4) we use all
the essays from Swell-pilot that have a CEFR level
assigned to them, as they showcase a good distribu-
tion from the different levels, as seen from Table 1.
The only exception is the C2 level which only has
seven essays. To make up for this, we randomly
sampled 43 of the normalised version of the essays
in Swell-gold by advanced speakers as we assumed
that it would more closely resemble those by C2
second language learners.

In our second experiment (see Section 5) we use
both the original and the normalised versions of all
of the Swell-gold essays. The distributions of the
proficiency annotations of the essays can be found
in Table 2.

3.3 Perplexity as a Measure of Surprisal
Perplexity is the probability that an observation is
made by an estimator. When dealing with genera-
tive models, this is the probability that a sequence
S appears in a natural language L. When we use
a language model M , we do so as it approximates
(or models) language L. Thus, we can intuitively
interpret the perplexity PPM as a way to measure
how "surprised" the model M is to see sequence S.
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Now, perplexity is defined in mathematical terms
as the probability that an estimator (in this case M )
sees an observation S (Jelinek et al., 2005). The
best way to calculate this for a generative model is
by taking the product of the probabilities of a token
given the previously generated ones:

PPM (S) = P(S)−|S| =
∏

i≤|S|
P(Si|S<i)

−|S|

where Si denotes the i-th token of S and S<i the
sequence S up to Si.

Given that this is a very small number, we risk
having an underflow in our calculations4. Because
of this, we are better off using the log-likelihood as
opposed to using the regular likelihood. Thus, we
have

logPPM (S) = log
∏

i≤|S|
P(Si|S<i)

−|S|

= − 1

|S|
∑

i≤|S|
P(Si|S<i)

On the other hand, cross-entropy is a way to
measure how much the information between two
probability distributions differs. It is often used as
the loss function for classification tasks in machine
learning (Song et al., 2023), including text genera-
tion. When one of the distributions is unknown (as
is the case when dealing with language modeling),
it can be estimated as follows:

C(S) = LossM (S) = − 1

|S|
∑

i≤|S|
P(Si|S<i)

Thus, we can calculate the perplexity for S as
the mean cross-entropy for S given a generative
model M :

logPPM (S) = LossM (S)

Moreover, given that the relation between like-
lihood and cross-entropy is given by a monotonic
function, the relative positions between different
data points does not change. This means that we
can use the loss from GPT-SW3 (M in this case) to
determine the perplexity of a given essay (S in this
case). For the rest of this paper we will refer by per-
plexity to − logPPM (S) as opposed to PPM (S).
This is due to the fact that the second number is
more likely to underflow as it is a multiplication of
probabilities.

4An underflow occurs when small numbers are rounded
down to zero by the computer due to how floating-point num-
bers work.

Level Mean Median Std

A1 5.25 5.01 0.78
A2 4.49 4.49 0.74
B1 4.13 4.15 0.48
B2 3.96 3.95 0.42
C1 3.67 3.60 0.36
C2 3.46 3.48 0.48

Table 3: Statistics on the perplexities of GPT-SW3 on
the Swell-pilot essays per level. Note that all values get
lower the more advanced the students are. This is an
indication that as L2 learners advance in their journey,
their language approaches that of the language model,
which we are assuming should be close to that of an L1
speaker.

Figure 1: Boxplots for the perplexities of the different
CEFR levels. As we can see, as the L2 learner’s level
progresses, the perplexity of their texts according to
GPT-SW3 diminishes.

4 Experiment 1: Perplexity and CEFR
Levels

In this section we analyse the perplexities of the
essays given by GPT-SW3. We begin by doing
statistical analyses of the perplexities by level in
Section 4.1. We then do a linguistic analysis of
some of the essays of each level in Section 4.2
with the aim of identifying patterns in how the
perplexities are distributed within the essay texts.

4.1 Quantitative Analysis

As we can see from Figure 1 and Table 3, the es-
says from more advanced learners tend to have
lower perplexity than those of less advanced learn-
ers. This is evidenced when looking both at the
mean and the median values of the perplexities for
each CEFR level as the more advanced levels have
a lower mean and median value.
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When looking at the boxplots in Figure 1 we see
a similar pattern appear. For each subsequent level,
the boundaries of the same quartile are noticeably
lower than of the previous level. For example, the
first quartile’s roof and floor values in level A1 are
higher from the ones in level A2, which are in turn
higher from the ones in level B1, and so on. The
exceptions to this are the boxplots of levels C1 and
C2, which have somewhat similar distributions. A
possible explanation for this could be that both of
these levels are considered to be essentially fluent
in the target language, meaning that both kinds of
L2 speakers would be able to produce pretty similar
sentences. Another possible explanation could be
that the normalized essays chosen as a substitute
for C2 level essays have a higher perplexity than
actual C2 level essays.

However, it is also important to note that the
boxplots still have a big overlap between levels,
especially in adjacent ones. This means that, while
there is a tendency for the perplexities of the essays
from GPT-SW3 to get lower the more advanced
a learner is, it is by no means a strong indicator
for determining the CEFR level of a Swedish L2
learner. This makes sense as language learning
itself is a continuous endeavor, as opposed to a
discrete one (e.g., Ortega, 2012).

Finally, when looking at the standard deviations,
we can see that they also get lower the higher the
level. A possible explanation for this could be that
the more advanced a learner is, the more likely they
are to experiment with the language within certain
boundaries that they know to work.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis
To better understand the phenomenon of perplexity,
we have also carried out a qualitative analysis. We
have selected essays for this qualitative analysis
in the following way: we ignored the essays that
were outliers in terms of perplexity on each level;
of the remaining essays, we picked the two with
the highest perplexity, the two with the lowest, and
the two closest to the median in their respective
levels; and level C2 was ignored from this analysis
due to its similarity to the C1 essays. This leaves
us with six essays per level for a total of 30 essays.

The analysis has several aspects that we have
chosen to focus on. First of all, we want to see
what the value of the perplexity depends upon in
linguistic terms when seen on a token level and
whether this correlates with the CEFR levels. We
also want to know whether the perplexities within

Jag heter NN Jag är 16 år Jag bor i Göteborg en dagar
är inte bra Därför Jag min kompisa bråkade mid andra
alver bråkade fall grap andra alver mycket fel vi spelar
fottboll mach hallen fott boll entjejär ringer polisen .
Kommer snabb Polisen Polisen är frågar en kille vad
händer Kille är inta bra svenska är lite svenska . han
förstår inget efter Polisen fråga folk sen är skriver bver
Polisen sting hollen fott boll . efter allt bra en dagar ar
bra Jag ska gå bibilotek Jag ska fråga en Tjerär Jobbar
biliotek Jag vill läsa en bok på lätt svenska hon är
hjäpar Jag är läsa svenska bok . Jag träna svenska .
myct Svenska lär sig Repetera alltid hemma samma

(a) Original essay in Swedish.

My name is NN I am 16 years old I live in Gothenburg
one days is not good Because I my buddyse$ quarreled
wihth other tuddents quarreled hole grup other
tuddents very wrong we play fottball mach the fott ball
hall onegirles call the police . Come soon the Police
The Police is ask one guy what happens Guy is nott
good Swedish is little Swedish . he understand nothing
after the Police ask people then is writes bver the
Police thingg the fott ball hall . after all good one days
iss good I will go library I will ask one Girrles Work
library I want read a book in easy Swedish she is
helpes I is read Swedish book . I train Swedish .
mucch Swedish learn me Repear always home same
day

(b) Translated version of the essay to English.

Figure 2: An example of an A1 level with median per-
plexity. Darker colors correspond with higher perplexi-
ties. Note that the translation was made with the aim of
the text being aligned while trying to replicate grammat-
ical errors and misspellings found in the original text.

an essay can be used to help guide or inform on
possible aspects on which to focus when grading
an essay. Finally, we want to understand how per-
plexity in LLMs works when dealing with text that
was generated by an L2 language learner.

In more practical terms, our intention is to ex-
amine whether variations in perplexity can be ex-
plained by the linguistic competence of a learner.
We focus particularly on sections and tokens with
high perplexity, setting a threshold at 6 based on
the analysis of graphs in Appendix B, showing how
perplexity is distributed across the essays and their
variation across different levels. We then analyse
the tokens above this threshold across several di-
mensions.

4.2.1 Placement Within an Essay

The first hypothesis we have explored is that tokens
at the beginning of an essay would have higher
perplexity values. The idea is that the first few
words would be relatively more unexpected for the
language model than the text found later in the
essay. Looking through the different levels, we can
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state that this is indeed true in most cases, as can
be seen in Appendix A.

This is more noticeable at lower levels, espe-
cially if an essay starts with the pronoun jag5 and
its various forms. Two examples of this are Jag
heter NN [...]6 or *Min skolan ligger [...]7. The
lowest perplexity for the first tokens in an essay
can be observed in essays starting with the formal
subject Det är / Det finns8.

The high perplexity at the beginning of an essay
does not seem to characterize essays of a certain
level. Therefore, it could be reasonable to ignore
the perplexities of the first five or six tokens for
successful practical applications of perplexity for
L2 essays. Another option would be to weight the
perplexity scores depending on their position in the
essay.

We also observe that the perplexity values tend,
in general, to go down by the end of an essay. This
could be because the model knows better what to
expect due to the preceding context. Exceptions
would arise where other unexpected elements, such
as errors, may occur by the end of an essay.

4.2.2 Placement Within a Sentence

The second hypothesis we have explored is that
tokens at the beginning of a sentence would have
higher perplexity values. It has proven not to be
the case.

Essays at levels A1 and A2 can exhibit lack of
end-of-sentence punctuation, which makes it next
to impossible to separate the increase in perplexity
due to the beginning of a sentence with the increase
in perplexity due to having a run-on sentence. Es-
says at levels B1, B2 and C1 do not show regular
spikes in perplexity at the beginning of individual
sentences. Where such spikes have been observed,
this was due to other linguistic reasons, such as er-
rors, rare words, some subjunctions, register switch
(from formal to informal or vice versa) or contex-
tually unexpected turn in narration.

Based on this analysis we suggest that the per-
plexity spikes at the beginning of a sentence could
be treated as any other within an essay. This is sup-
ported by the fact that GPT-SW3 looks at strings
of tokens, which tend to be longer than sentences.

5This pronoun is the equivalent of the pronoun I in English.
6Can be translated to English as My name is NN [...].
7Can be translated to English as *My the school lies [...].

Note the use of non-standard language by using a possessive
and a determinant on a noun.

8Can be translated to English as There is / There exists.

4.2.3 Parts of Speech

Another hypothesis we have explored is that differ-
ent parts of speech would have different perplex-
ity values in general. The distribution of parts of
speech among tokens with higher perplexity shows
that content words9 are much more often perplex-
ing for the model. The percentage of content words
of high perplexity is about ∼55-70%. Meanwhile,
only ∼15-20% of all the words with high perplex-
ity are function words.10 The rest of the words with
high perplexity are constituted by proper names,
numerals, modal verbs, and punctuation.

The high representation of content words sug-
gests a strong impact of semantics, contextual use,
and fixed expressions on the probabilities of words
expected to be used. A large number of the content
words with high perplexity can be explained by
various errors, such as non-idiomatic usage, incor-
rect spelling, or morphological errors. An example
of non-idiomatic usage would be efter allt, which
would be translated word-for-word to English as
after all. However, this expression is not used in
Swedish.

On the other hand, a high perplexity in function
words is more often than not triggered by syntax
errors, such as missing words or punctuation, is-
sues in word order, and to a lesser degree by mis-
spellings.

An interesting case is presented by high perplex-
ities in multi-word expressions (MWEs). Quite
a few of those combine with rare words that ap-
pear in combination with just a few other words.
Our model is therefore triggered to expect a certain
word once the initial part of an MWE is used, such
as å in the expression å ena sida..., å andra sidan.11

When, the form *å annan sidan is used instead, the
system flags the word annan12 as a perplexing one.
In another case, the initial preposition was omitted
by a learner from the expression i alla fall,13 so the
system flagged alla as highly perplexing, whereas
the error depended on the omitted token i. This
same concept can be seen with phrases. That is,
perplexity tends to be lower within, say, a noun
phrase as words inside it become more predictable.

The last comment on the effects of parts of

9Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
10Such as prepositions, articles, particles, conjunctions, and

pronouns.
11This can be translated to English as on the one hand..., on

the other hand.
12The indefinite form of the word other.
13Can be translated to English as anyway.
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speech on perplexity needs to be made in connec-
tion to proper nouns and names. Names are highly
perplexing in general in our data, but even more
interesting is the fact that some are significantly
more so than others. For example, perplexity for
Kanada 14 is much higher than for Afrika 15. While
we do not have enough proper names in the 30 es-
says we have selected for qualitative analysis to
make any generalisations, we consider that this is
a direction that is worth pursuing, especially in re-
lation to possible demographic biases in data and
models.

4.2.4 Punctuation
Regarding punctuation, we did not originally ex-
pect it to factor significantly into the perplexity of
the text. However, we found that the highest spikes
have been observed in the use of citation marks
and apostrophes. Apostrophes are not used in stan-
dard Swedish, which can explain its effect on the
model. Meanwhile, the perplexity spikes caused by
citation marks could be explained by their low use
in the training data for our model. Since citation
marks are used at higher proficiency levels (at least
in the Swell-pilot data), their high perplexity values
may effect the assignment of a CEFR level.

As a take-away lesson, we consider that punctu-
ation in general adds noise and should be exempt
from perplexity calculations in connection to essay
grading.

4.2.5 Errors
Spikes in perplexities in the running essay text
show relatively strong correlation with errors. The
majority of words with high perplexity contain
some kind of error, either on the token itself (mis-
spelling, morphology, etc) or errors within the pre-
vious context (word order, missing punctuation or
missing syntactic word, etc).

About ∼65-80% of the highly perplexing tokens
in essays at A1 and A2 level are related to errors
of various types. This number gradually decreases
up to the point where at B2 level and higher less
than 50% of high perplexity words have a straight-
forward error associated. In some cases high per-
plexity may be explained through a (rather vague)
notion of non-idiomatic language, use of relatively
rare words, deponent verb forms16, creative com-
pounding, register, abbreviation, etc. The analysis

14Canada
15Africa
16E.g. bildades, translated to English as were built.

even suggests that word tautology is punished by
perplexity, i.e. an overuse of the same content word
in close context.

We can summarise this by saying that in the
majority of cases, high perplexities reflect an error
on the token, or on the previous token. Spelling,
morphology, and to a lesser degree syntax are the
main reasons of high perplexity in the running text.
Wrong word choice, informal register of a word,
and non-idiomatic or semantically inappropriate
words are also among the errors that can explain
higher perplexities in our model.

However, error prediction based on perplexity, is
not straightforward, since the high perplexity of a
correctly used token may depend on an erroneous
usage of the token before. Moreover, errors are
not systematically causing high perplexity scores.
At lower levels words exhibiting errors with mis-
spellings, capitalisation, morphology and missing
punctuation might receive relatively low perplexi-
ties. This apparent lack of systematicity could be
explained through some of the effects that we have
seen in other sections of this analysis, such as lex-
ical choice and frequency effects, the location of
the error within the text, among others.

4.2.6 Frequency effects
Given that perplexity is based on probability dis-
tributions of the tokens, it is dependent on the fre-
quency of tokens in the dataset on which the lan-
guage model was trained on.

While we noticed that frequency of vocabulary
has a strong correlation with perplexities, a more
systematic analysis of word frequencies against
perplexity of words in sentence is left for future
work.

One of the things that we noticed is that while
rare words tend to have higher perplexity values,
frequent words like conjunction och,17 the personal
pronoun jag,18 and the link verb att vara19 have
varying perplexities, depending on their context
and neighbouring words.

Another interesting observation with regards
to frequency are formulaic expressions that go
through language variation. For example, kommer
att is an expression that can indicate something
about the future. A second way to write this would
be to drop the att particle. However, this second use
is not widely spread and is reflected more sparsely

17Equivalent to and in English.
18Equivalent to I in English.
19Which can be translated to English as the verb to be.
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Level Mean Median Std

Beginner 4.13 4.09 0.58
Intermediate 4.28 4.32 0.42

Advanced 3.59 3.55 0.45

Table 4: Statistics on the perplexities of GPT-SWE3 on
the original Swell-gold essays per level. Even though
the beginner-level essays have lower mean and median
values when compared to the intermediate-level essays,
they have a higher standard deviation.

in online data (Berdicevskis et al., 2024). Our data
analysis shows that in cases where att has been
dropped, the content verb coming after kommer
gets high perplexity score, as if the model expects
att but sees a verb instead. In cases where att is
preserved, the perplexity is on the low level on all
tokens.

5 Experiment 2: Perplexity and Text
Normalisation

In this section we analyse whether the perplexity of
an essay given by GTP-SW3 is reduced when deal-
ing with a normalised version of it. The idea is to
establish whether non-standard language correlates
with perplexity and to what degree.

When looking at the perplexities in the Swell-
gold dataset in Figure 3 and Table 4, we notice that
there is not a clear pattern regarding the proficiency
level. While this appears to contradict the find-
ings of Section 4.1, this could be due to how the
labels were obtained. As mentioned in Section 3.2,
these labels were assigned according to the course
students are taking, as opposed to actual learner
performance.

When comparing the original and the normalised
versions of the essays, we see two noticeable ten-
dencies. The first is that, even though the original
essays seem to have different distributions depend-
ing on their level, the normalised ones have pretty
much the same distribution regardless of it, as seen
in Tables 4 and 5.

The other tendency is that the perplexity between
the original and the normalised versions of the es-
says go down in all of them. Even though we have
suspected this when first looking at Figure 3, the
fact that there is an overlap in the boxplots should
not be ignored. However, this is confirmed when
looking at the figures in Table 6. Here we notice
that the minimum difference between the perplexity
of the original essays and their normalised versions

Level Mean Median Std

Beginner 3.05 3.02 0.28
Intermediate 3.11 3.11 0.26

Advanced 3.10 3.08 0.27

Table 5: Statistics on the perplexities of GPT-SWE3 on
the normalised Swell-gold essays per level. Note that all
of the statistics from these essays are much more closer
to each other across levels when compared to those of
the original essays (Table 4).

Level Mean Median Std Min

Beginner 1.07 1.03 0.48 0.13
Intermediate 1.16 1.12 0.31 0.52

Advanced 0.49 0.43 0.30 0.05

Table 6: Statistics on the difference between the perplex-
ities of GPT-SWE3 on the original and the normalised
Swell-gold essays per level. Note that the minimum
values of the difference are all positive, meaning that
the perplexity of the normalised essays is always lower
than that of their respective original essay.

is still positive, confirming our hypothesis that the
perplexity of an essay goes down after its normali-
sation.

These results corroborate the findings from Sec-
tion 4.2. That is, the biggest effect of learner lan-
guage on perplexity comes from errors and the
use of non-normative language. This confirms our
hypothesis that perplexity is indicative of learner
language at different levels.

The remaining spikes in perplexity in normal-
ized essays indicate use of rare words, potentially
register switches, citation marks, among others.

6 Conclusions

One of the issues with large language models tends
to be their lack of interpretability and explainabil-
ity. This keeps true with generative models such as
those based on the GPT architecture despite them
being able to generate text "justifying" their reason-
ing (Blevins et al., 2023).

In this work we aimed to explore the relationship
between the perplexity from a decoder-only model
of Swedish and the complexity of the text of an L2
speaker’s essays.

We found that there is an inverse relationship be-
tween the CEFR level of an essay and its perplexity.
However, due to the overlap between the values of
each level means that they are not a strong indica-
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Figure 3: Boxplots for the perplexities of the different
proficiency levels. Even though there does not seem to
be an obvious pattern between the levels of the texts
and their perplexities, the normalised texts show a much
lower perplexity than the original texts. Moreover, the
distributions of the normalised texts are much more
similar to each other than to their original versions.

tor for the level of the essay. Moreover, we found
evidence that proficiency levels derived from the
course a student is taking might not be indicative
of the actual proficiency of the essays.

We also found that there are perplexity effects
through the essays that are not exclusive to L2
language, such as placement within a text, punc-
tuation, frequency of the tokens, among others.
Despite that, some of the more prevalent effects
are characteristic of L2 language, such as errors,
non-idiomatic use of the language, and multi-word
expressions.

There is a correlation between the use of non-
standard language as an L2 language learner. This
conclusion can be drawn by the fact that the per-
plexity for every essay became lower after being
normalised.

One of the possible applications of these could
be done through the use of these features to help
guide human graders with the assessment of learner
language. The idea of this is to take either a human-
in-the-loop (Wu et al., 2022) or a hybrid intelli-
gence approach to evaluation (Dellermann et al.,
2019). However, it would be of essence to disen-
tangle the perplexity effects that are specific to L2
speakers from those effects that are not. This would
allow us to have a more reliable and fair estimation.
This, however, remains to be explored in the future.

CEFR are categorical classes used to describe
language proficiency for teaching and assessment
convenience. Despite that, language development

itself works as a continuum, where essays within
each particular level are not homogeneous with
regards to their linguistic complexity. This contin-
uum of linguistic complexity of learner language
has rather vague and arbitrary cut-off points be-
tween one level and another (Hulstijn et al., 2010;
Ortega, 2012; Alfter et al., 2021). Given the con-
text of our experiments, we hypothesise that the
perplexity score per essay can help place each es-
say on a scale between one level and another and
that it may be an indirect way of grading essays
within the same level. However, this is a hypothesis
that needs to be explored in another paper.

7 Limitations

Throughout this paper we have talked about per-
plexity as a way to measure the surprisal of a model.
While this is a useful way to interpret this value in
an intuitive manner, it is important to note that this
is just a metaphor. We are not treating the language
model as an agend and humanising it. This is par-
ticularly relevant as they still have a vast amount of
limitations and their misuse can lead to undesirable
results (Weidinger et al., 2022).

8 Ethical Considerations

In high stakes situations such as those related to
language learning it is important to constantly audit
our systems and processes to ensure that unfairness
does not begin to creep into the process. Moreover,
we consider that a human-in-the-loop approach is
the correct way to go about, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 6. This allows the students to ask both for
explanations on the results and for a revision of
these in case they consider them to be erroneous.
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A Perplexity Plots for the Beginning of
the Essays

In this appendix we present typical ’perplexity
shapes’ for the beginning of a sentence. In Fig-
ure 4 we present the plots for the first 25 tokens of
the essays from Figure 5 with the exception of the
one at level C1.

Figure 4: Perplexity plots for the first 25 tokens of the
sample essays from Figure 5. The X-axis shows the
running number of a token, while the Y-axis shows the
perplexity score. Relative perplexity for the first several
tokens is stably high, with a few exceptions. Essays at
C1 and C2 level exhibit the same tendency.

B Perplexity Plots of the Essays

In Figure 5 we present plots of the perplexity
changes throughout some of the essays. These plots
were used to help inform a cut-off line between
what we consider relatively high and relatively low
perplexity values.
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Figure 5: Sampled perplexity shapes for full essays with median perplexity at levels A1 to C1. The X-axis shows
the running number of a token, while the Y-axis shows the perplexity score.
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